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how it is the native
We are dedicated to giving the voice back to the people of this region and getting the story right.” Montana’s local news outlets have historically had inadequate coverage of Native news. Throughout

centering native news
Western Native Voice and Montana Native Vote say the laws would harm their efforts to ensure Native Americans can vote #NativeVote22

groups try to block laws that hurt native voters
UCLA’s 2021 Hollywood Diversity Report found that in the 2019-2020 season, not a single broadcast, cable or digital scripted show featured a Native person in a lead role; across the top films of 2020,

how a new wave of native stories took a ‘sledgehammer’ to hollywood’s closed doors
Apple asserts that its transition from Intel’s x86 processors to its Arm-based CPUs has wielded better performance and lower power consumption in applications that run natively

the dropbox native apple silicon beta is finally here
The company he founded, Eighth Generation, also opened the door for countless other Indigenous creatives to make a living through art.

how seattleite louie gong became one of the most successful native artists in history
As governor of Tesuque Pueblo, I know firsthand how vitally important it is to keep Native children in Native communities.

new mexico needs to act to protect native children
Rivers need water—a fact that may seem ridiculously obvious, but in times of increasing water development, drought, and climate change, the quantity of natural streamflow that remains in river

new research advocates a basic strategy for native fish recovery:
access to water
Hi! I have something for you,” I said, holding out a jar of home-canned smoked salmon strips. From inside a fortress of apparent junk on a street corner a block from my house, a young, homeless

smoked salmon for amelia: a native perspective on homelessness
Birth rates among Native Americans don’t explain the massive rise in numbers. And there certainly is no evidence of an influx of Native American expatriates returning to the U.S. Instead

how the native american population in the us increased 87% says
how it is the Native American philosophy of V. F. Cordova

Warn Wilson merges his interests in the arts and STEM in his work and creative projects, including the Na Bruh trivia app.

how much do you know? find out on this trivia app made by a jackson native

Kobe Bryant and the Pursuit of Immorality," area native Mike Sielski examines the late Hall of Famer's early life and rise to stardom

how kobe became kobe: montgomery county native’s new book highlights “the rise” of nba superstar | gianficaro

A Somerset native’s 1968 Cadillac DeVille made its movie debut in “The Tender Bar.” Todd Arnone bought the classic car at

‘shocked at how often it appeared in the movie’: somerset native’s classic car gets featured in ‘the tender bar’

It was a little more than 30 years ago when the Massachusetts Turnpike Authority got rid of its offensive logo that featured a pilgrim’s hat with a Native American arrow shot through the middle

the massachusetts flag glorifies the violence committed by colonizers - native americans want it changed

We are celebrating Native American Heritage Month at RIT in November. Here are some of the exciting events: November 18th “Frybread n’ Friends” from 7 to 9 p.m. Colby Kitchen (dorm side) where the

it’s educational, it’s entertaining: how you can take part in native american heritage month at rit

With global digital advertising spending estimated at $378bn in 2020, the number is expected to reach a total of $646bn by 2024. Traditionally, advertisers were dependent on the choices made by

how huawei is disrupting the advertising field with its native solutions

The recent advancement of women, especially African-American women into higher education and key leadership roles has been welcomed by many and seen as a positive sign of change. Over the years,

how warren native erica royster is empowering the city’s next generation of leaders

Hear from CIOs, CTOs, and other C-level and senior execs on data and AI strategies at the Future of Work Summit this January 12, 2022. Learn more

Let the OSS Enterprise newsletter guide your

the state of cloud-native development: kubernetes is on the rise

That reality has raised questions about how, or if, shad are impacting native steelhead and salmon, two ocean-going species whose populations have plummeted in recent decades. “We want to know

the shad hoard: is the proliferation of a nonnative fish in the columbia river harming native salmon?

The Native American population in the U.S. grew by a staggering 86.5% between 2010 and 2020, according to the latest U.S. Census – a rate demographers say is impossible to achieve without

how the native american population in the us increased 87% says more about whiteness than about demographics

The company he founded, Eighth Generation, also opened the door for countless other Indigenous creatives to make a living through art.

#k5evening

how seattle’s louie gong became one of the most successful native artists in history

The former Arizona safety has become a key special-teams player for San Francisco, which faces Dallas in a wild-card game Sunday.

tucson native, ua product demetrius flannigan-fowles credits support system for his rise with 49ers

News Release U.S. Senate Committee on Indian Affairs: Yesterday, U.S. Senator Brian Schatz (D-Hawai‘i), chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, led

schatz leads indian affairs roundtable on broadband infrastructure in native communities
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers researchers are working with the Lac Vieux Desert Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians and other Native American tribes to help improve wild rice productivity in Michigan. And, much like development, the conservation that they espoused often led to the seizure of Indigenous lands. That racist legacy endures and has influenced conservation in other parts of the world.

**How the Indigenous Landback Movement Is Paced to Change Conservation**
People in Britain, from Scotland to Wales, may maintain a cultural identity, but how much of it is real versus an arbitrary social construct? How much should be decided by genes versus how people?

**Maybe There Is No One True Native, Everyone Displaced Someone Else**
Organizations are looking to become data native, which requires going a few steps beyond just looking at data from the perspectives of collection and usage — it requires creating data acumen.

**How to Become Data Native**
Racing in the chili bowl is a chance of a lifetime for every driver that competes. For Bixby Native Taylor Reimer, it's just her second job in life.

**Bixby Native, OU Cheerleader to Race in the Chili Bowl**
In the immortal words of Ryan O’Neal, “oh man, oh God, oh man, oh God, oh man, oh GOD!” Which is to say, there’s an election happening right now. Yes. Another one. It truly never ends. This time it’s...

**It’s Time for the King County Election Everyone Always Forgets About—Here’s How to Vote from Home**
For those looking to improve their daily scores, here are some strategies to win Josh Wardle’s popular online game.

**Wordle, the Viral Daily Word Game, Is Harder than it Looks; Here’s How to Play**
But, that’s not enough. “So if they were to create liaisons with law enforcement, that would help them do their job to help in our missing and murdered Indigenous women which helps us,” said Lily.

“It’s a crisis here in our state and they don’t take it seriously, so that’s an issue, that’s a huge issue.”

After coming back from catastrophic knee injury, former UCF and FSU QB McKenzie Milton will wear a custom helmet for his final college game.

**qb mckenzie milton wearing a special custom helmet at the hula bowl is bigger than sports**

Charlottesville’s welcome of Tony Elliott was anything but warm. The winter months can be that way, as Elliott is learning. Since his hiring a month ago, he and his family have experienced piles of

**one month in, how tony elliott is adjusting to life as virginia’s head coach**

Back in 1980, a University at Buffalo graduate school project determined the region could benefit from what was then a novel idea: an HMO focused on preventative care.

**how tech is making our region healthier**

Native American chefs and their use of traditional Indigenous foods in modern restaurant settings are becoming increasingly more visible — and now easier to learn about and make at home with

**how to cook native american cuisine at home with chef freddie bitsoie**

St. Louis native Maya Angelou is the first black woman to appear on the U.S. quarter. The U.S. Mint is shipping out new quarters featuring five trailblazing American women beginning with Angelou.